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1. I hold the determination given for and on behalf of the Attendance:: .!~owance Board on 22 May 1990 to be erroneous in point of law. In exercise~the power conferred by regulation 23(2) (a) (ii) of the Social Security
( Introduction of Disability Living Allowance) Regulations 1991 I set thatdetermination aside and I make the findings and give the decision I considerappropriate.

2. That decision is that with effect from the expiry of the certificateissued for consideration of payment of the allowance on 9 September 1985 afurther certificate should be taken to have been issued, in response to theapplication for a renewal dated 24 July 1989, to have effect until the child'16th birthday. That, however, is to be read subject to what is said inparagraph 9 below.

3. Before proceeding further I should explain that attendance allowance andindeed the Board, have effectively been abolished to allow for the
, introduction of the'ew disability living allowance. It is because of the- consequential changes in the law of social security that I have been en&ledto give the decision just recorded. However it is also appropriate to remitthe case for consequential procedure to the adjudication officer.

The case came before me by way of an oral hearing, convened also toconsider a very similar case on file CSA/113/91.. In respect of bothclaimant's Mrs Gill Jones, a Health and Community Care Officer with theNational Deaf Childrens'ociety appeared. In respect of the other case shewas also assisted by Mr Alan McQueen, a local representative of the SocietyShe was further assisted by Mr Alex Preston who acted as her interpreter sinceshe is herself deaf. The Secretary of State was represented by Mr WilliamFerric, Solicitor, of the Office of the Solicitor in Scotland to theDepartment of Social Security. I am indebted to all those, and perhapsespecially Mr Preston, for the assistance which they afforded to me in thesecases.

5 ~ In this case the former certificate had been issued upon the grounds ofsatisfaction of the day supervision condition — section 35(l)(a)(i) of theSocial Security act 1975. The renewal request was refused and the reviewsubsequently requested produced a determination not to revise that renewaldetermination being ultra vires. It is that latter determination that is nowbefore me. I at once say that I perceive no error of law in thatdetermination so far as the day supervision condition, or either of the nightconditions is concerned —nor, indeed, in regard to the adequacy of the DMP'
explanation as to why he held the day supervision condition no longer to be



satisfied. Indeed it is right to record that no challenge was directed tothose possible grounds of satisfaction of the attendance allowance conditions.That leaves the day attention condition and it was upon that that the casecentred.

6. The'claimant, by whom of course I mean the child, is profoundly deaf. Shehas consequential communication problems. There was no dispute but that herdifficulties in receiving and emitting communication were bodily functions.What the statute requires in that regard, in order to warrant the allowable,is that the individual requires frequent attention from another personthroughout the day in connection with that function — and in this case of achild, that attention being attention substantially in excess of that normallyrequired by a child of the same age and sex. The DMP accepted that the childis profoundly deaf and noted evidence that her attempts at speech are quitedistorted. He referred to reports indicating that the child was able tounderstand lip-reading to a certain extent and could understand sign language.He went on to refer to evidence indicating that an interpreter is required atall times since she cannot communicate with strangers, for example in shopsor social situations-. —From —that —evidence he —accepted—

that requires some attention in connection with her bodilyfunction of communication, particularly outside her home and schoolenvironment."

He then went on—

"Bearing in mind that she can lip-read and use sign language, albeit toa limited extent, I do not accept that. such attention is required withsufficient frequency to satisfy the requirements of the 1975 SocialSecurity Act. Communication is one of many bodily functions, and theevidence clearly shows that , -.~ is independent in the management ofthe other bodily functions listed in the medical report."
He then referred to evidence suggesting that the child needed extra help tocope with education and responded that he considered—

that attention required to improve her educational attainment doesnot consti;tute attention i:n connection w'ith her bodily functi;ons."
He then noted that the child needed the help he had set out but, viewing theoverall picture, he did not accept the relevant statutory condition to besatisfied.

7. Mrs Jones and Mr Ferric were really at one in submitting that the DMP hadnot addressed the central issue here properly. Because the child could tosome extent at least lip-read and use sign language no doubt some rather lessamount of attention than .formerly .was required in order. to achieve actualcommunication with her. That is the only matter the DMP determined and, forall that I can say, determined it correctly. But as they pointed out thequestion is not determined by the degree of communication that can be achievedbut by the amount of attention required in order to achieve it. And theevidence before the DMP clearly indicated that attention was required onvirtually every occasion when communication was to be had with the child.That is because, on account of her deafness, it was necessary to make someform of physical contact with her in order to commence communication at all.Thus, as the mother recorded in one of her letters, she could not even call



the child for meals: she had to go and make physical contact 'in order to gainthe child's attention — and that even if they were in the same roop. That isunderstandable. Normally one might speak to a child, or call its name and.hopefully, gain a response. But here, as was explained, perhaps more fullyto me, unless the child happened to be looking at the individual wishing toeffect communication, and from their relative positions and other factors suchas lighting could appreciate that she was being addressed it would still benecessary first to make a physical contact, It is not set out in the papersand I have to say that it was not raised in the hearing before me, whetherwhen the child wished to communicate she had to do something similar orwhether her distorted speech might be sufficient. It must therefore beunderstood that I am dealing only with situations where it is desired that thechild received communication. The DMP has not considered that aspect ofattention and, given the evidence before him it is clear that he should haveconsidered it. That is an error of law and indeed is the sole error of lawn which I have set aside his determination.

8. From the material before him, but even more from the material before me,whilst as the child has got older it may be that once communication hascommenced she can make more of it of herself it is in the very nature ofthings that communication will tend to become more frequent — no doubt in partbecause of any improvement in the child's ability to conduct the communicationfor herself. But given that the attention is required to initiate anycommunication, even if no longer so much required for the conducting of it,it appears to me to be inevitable that whilst the amount of attention may inone sense have decreased in the other it will have become required morefrequently. And I suspect that that will be so whether at home or at schoolor elsewhere. In that respect at least I would have held, had it beennecessary, that the DMP was ill-founded as matter of law when apparentlyrejecting attention required to improve educational attainment. In so far asthat was related to the initiation or the conduct of communication it was, '
my judgment, still attention in connection with a bodily function however muchit may also have been in connection with an intellectual function as well.To that extent I have included attention in the sense in which I have beensing it hereinbefore as being required because of the child's physicalisability as counting towards the total attention required from anotherperson.

9. So approaching the matter it appears to me that the attention this childrequires has grown in a form of inverse proportion to the amount of attentionrequired by a hearing child of the same age and sex going through the sameyears of growing up. Accordingly I hold the day attention condition to havebeen satisfied as at the date of application for the renewal certificate and,of course, the preceding six months has been in any event covered by the thenexisting certificate. I consider that, upon the same evidence, the Boardwould, or at least ought, have granted the certificate until the age of 16when the statutory conditions would change. Having said that I must at oncerepeat that attendance allowance having now been replaced by disability livingallowance the consequence will be a conversion to disability living allowanceafter 6 April 1992. These consequences in this particular case must bereserved to the adjudication officer.
10- Finally, I should note that one poinc was raised about the daysupervision condition. That was not so much on a point of law as on 2question arising from my precision although I think it was initially advancedby Mrs Jones on the former basis. However I am satisfied that it is not



really a point of law. What was being urged was that because of thedifficulty explaining dangers in the abstract to this child it was necessarythat an eye be kept on her so that if she appeared to be getting i.nto adangerous situation communication could be initiated upon the particular
danger. Otherwise, it appeared, it would be difficult if not impossible toteach her about danger. There were examples in the papers of, on oneoccasion, the child inserting a knife into a live electric toaster. Other
examples included turning on taps and leaving them. Where a hearing child
could listen to the extent on which the container was filling, and evep be
reminded that it was filling by the sound it was necessary to initiate
communication with this child when she appeared to be forgetting; similarly
with. pans put on a stove and the like. And of course there can be no
suggestion that this child should be disadvantaged by not being able, for
example, to run a bath or to try to cook. This all rather demonstrated, to
my mind, how much attention and supervision may overlap. But I have come tothe view that the primary consequence of this child's disability being the
need for attention to get communication going it is probably that aspectrather than supervision which is involved and therefore I have so regarded thesort of incidents mentioned above.

11. The appeal succeeds.

(signed) W M Walker
Commissioner
Date: =0 November 1992


